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Abstract. For piecewise monotone interval maps we look at Birkhoff
spectra for regular potential functions. This means considering the
Hausdorff dimension of the set of points for which the Birkhoff av-
erage of the potential takes a fixed value. In the uniformly hyper-
bolic case we obtain complete results, in the case with parabolic
behaviour we are able to describe the part of the sets where the
lower Lyapunov exponent is positive. In addition we give some
lower bounds on the full spectrum in this case. This is an exten-
sion of work of Hofbauer on the entropy and Lyapunov spectra.

1. Introduction

Consider a dynamical system (X,T ) and a potential function ϕ :
X → R. For any point x ∈ X we can define the Birkhoff average of ϕ
at x by

A(x, ϕ) = lim
n→∞

1

n

n−1∑
i=0

ϕ(T ix)

wherever the limit exists. A natural question arises: given a potential
function, what is the set of points with its Birkhoff average taking a
prescribed value:

La := {x ∈ X;A(x, ϕ) = a}.
Usually one describes the size of this set in terms of either topo-

logical entropy or Hausdorff dimension, the functions a → htopLa and
α→ dimH La are called entropy and dimension Birkhoff spectra of the
potential ϕ.

This kind of problems has been studied for quite some time, possi-
bly starting with the work of Besicovitch and Knichal, [B, K] on the
frequency of digits in dyadic expansions which was subsequently ex-
panded by Eggleston and Billingsley, [E],[Bi]. In dynamical systems
the Birkhoff spectrum was initially investigated by Pesin and Weiss
([PW], Feng-Lau-Wu [FLW] and Olsen, [O]. Several other authors
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investigated the case where Hausdorff dimension is replaced by topo-
logical entropy including Fan, Feng and Wu, Takens and Verbitskiy
and Feng and Huang [FFW, TV, FH] .

Looking at the definition one does not expect the Birkhoff spectrum
to be any nicer than a measurable function. However, it turned out
that for a Hölder continuous potential function on a C1+β conformal
repeller the entropy Birkhoff spectrum is the Legendre transform of
a suitable pressure function, thus real analytic and concave.The di-
mension Birkhoff spectrum is more complicated, the exception being
the Lyapunov spectrum, that is the Birkhoff spectrum for the poten-
tial log |T ′| ,and the cases where the Lyapunov spectrum is trivial.
In these cases the Hausdorff Birkhoff spectrum can be deduced from
the entropy Birkhoff spectrum as was done by Pesin and Weiss and
by Weiss, [PW, W]. In the general situation, however, the dimension
Birkhoff spectrum formula for conformal repellers was considered by
Feng, Lau and Wu [FLW] where they gave a conditional variational
principe. Barreira and Saussol considered the case of Hölder continu-
ous potential functions where they gave a formula in terms of pressure
and its derivative with which they showed the spectrum is analytic but
in general not concave.

Naturally the results for one dimensional repellers were afterwards
generalised for more general classes of systems, in particular ones with
non-uniformly hyperbolic behaviour. We should mention here several
works including, [N, Oli, KS, GR, IT, GPR] for the Lyapunov spectrum
and [C, JJOP, CTa, IJ1, IJ2] for the Birkhoff spectrum. Of special
interest for us is the paper [H2] by Franz Hofbauer. In this paper he
constructs the Lyapunov spectrum and entropy Birkhoff spectrum for
piecewise monotone maps of the interval.

The aim of our paper is to extend the Hofbauer’s result by construct-
ing the dimension Birkhoff spectrum for piecewise monotone maps. We
are not able to completely solve the problem, we are only able to de-
scribe the intersection of the sets La with the set D0 of points with
positive lower Lyapunov exponent. The formulation of our results is
rather complicated and depends on the notation yet to be introduced,
so we postpone it till section 3. Before that, we describe in some details
the theory of piecewise monotone maps (section 2) and of the Birkhoff
spectra (section 3).

2. Piecewise monotone maps

The theory of piecewise monotone maps was created by Hofbauer,
see in particular [H1] for the general theory and [H2] for selected facts,
relevant for multifractal formalism. In this section we will define the
objects of our study and state, without proofs, the properties we are
going to use.
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We consider a piecewise monotonous map, T : [0, 1] → [0, 1] based
on subintervals of the form C1 = [0 = c1, c2], C2 = [c2, c3], . . . , Cn =
[cn, cn+1 = 1]. We assume that T is continuous and monotonous on each
open interval (ci−1, ci) but not necessarily continuous at the endpoints
ci. We will denote by Z the grand orbit of the set {c1, . . . , cn+1}, it is
a countable set.

Systems of this type can exhibit several unwelcome types of be-
haviour, including (but not restricted to) intervals of fixed points. To
avoid those we will only consider the restriction of the full system to a
fixed set A ⊂ [0, 1] with following properties:

• A is closed,
• A is completely invariant, i.e. A = T−1(T (A)) ⊃ T (A),
• T |A is topologically transitive,
• the partition (Ci)

n
1 is generating,

• the topological entropy htop(T |A) is positive.

The dynamic on A \Z is topologically conjugated to dynamic of the
shift map on a subset of the full (one-sided) shift space with n symbols.
The sets Ci are the first level cylinders. In general this dynamics is not
of a subshift of finite type.

We call a function f : [0, 1] → R regular if at each point x ∈ [0, 1)
there exists the right limit f+(x) = limy→x+ f(y), at each point x ∈
(0, 1] there exists the left limit f−(x) = limy→x− f(y), and if for all
x ∈ (0, 1) f(x) = 1

2
(f−(x) + f+(x)). We will also assume that the

function φ = log |T ′| is regular except possibly at Z.
Given x ∈ [0, 1], we denote the Birkhoff average of f at x by

A(x, f) = lim
k→∞

1

k

k−1∑
i=0

f ◦ T i(x)

if the limit exists. We denote

La = {x ∈ A;A(x, f) = a}.
We will call A(x, φ) the Lyapunov exponent and denote it by χ(x) =

A(x, φ). We will also define the upper Lyapunov exponent

χ(x) = lim sup
k→∞

1

k

k−1∑
i=0

φ ◦ T i(x)

and the lower Lyapunov exponent

χ(x) = lim inf
k→∞

1

k

k−1∑
i=0

φ ◦ T i(x).

The set of points with lower Lyapunov exponent larger than α will be
denoted Dα. For an invariant measure µ we will denote the Lyapunov
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exponent of the measure by

λ(µ) =

∫
φdµ.

It is shown by Hofbauer and Raith in [HR] that for an T -invariant
ergodic measure with positive entropy,

dimH µ =
h(µ)

λ(µ)
.

We need to present in few words the definition of topological pressure
we are going to use. This definition comes from [H2]. We first define
Markov set as a nonempty closed set B ⊂ [0, 1] for which there exists
a partition Y with respect to which T is piecewise monotone and such
that T (B ∩Y ) ⊂ B and that either T (B ∩Y1)∩Y2 = ∅ or T (B ∩Y1) ⊃
B ∩ Y2 for all Y, Y1, Y2 ∈ Y . We define by M(A) the set of all Markov
subsets of A. We note two important properties of Markov subsets
of topologically transitive positive entropy sets. The first part of the
proposition follows from Lemma 7 in [H1] (the proof of Proposition 1
in [H1] explains why the condition necessary for Lemma 7 is always
met in our setting). The second part of the proposition is Lemma 8 in
[H1].

Proposition 2.1. If A is topologically transitive, completely invariant
and has positive entropy then M(A) is nonempty. Moreover, for every
two Markov sets B1, B2 ∈M(A) on which T is topologically transitive
we can find B3 ∈M(A), B3 ⊃ B1 ∪B2 on which T is also topologically
transitive.

The pressure of a potential f on A is then defined as

P (f) = sup
B∈M(A)

sup
h∈C([0,1]);h≤f

P (T |B, h),

where P (T |B, h) is the usual topological pressure of a continuous po-
tential on a subshift of finite type.

An important result of Hofbauer and Urbański [HU] shows that this
definition of pressure agrees with the construction of conformal mea-
sures. Denote

Ci1i2...ik = Ci1 ∩ T−1(Ci2) ∩ . . . ∩ T−k+1(Cik),

those sets will be called kth level cylinders. We call a probabilistic
measure µ supported on A conformal for potential f if for every kth
level cylinder Ci1i2...ik we have

µ(T (Ci1i2...ik)) =

∫
Ci1i2...ik

eP (f)−fdµ.

As the partition is generating, this formula can be iterated:
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µ(T k(Ci1i2...ik)) =

∫
Ci1i2...ik

ekP (f)−Skfdµ,

where Skf(x) = f(x) + f(T (x)) + . . .+ f(T k−1(x)).

Proposition 2.2. Let A be topologically transitive, completely invari-
ant and with positive entropy. Then for every regular potential there
exists a conformal measure, positive on open sets.

3. Thermodynamical formalism and Birkhoff spectra

We will present the results of Barreira and Saussol and Feng, Lau
and Wu calculating the Hausdorff dimension Birkhoff spectrum for in-
terval expanding maps and then we will proceed to Johansson, Jordan,
Pollicott and Öberg’s generalisation to the nonuniformly hyperbolic
situation.

Let T be a uniformly hyperbolic C1+β map on the interval I. Let
f : I → R be a continuous potential. We denote

P (q, a, δ) := P (q(f − a)− δφ)

For a ∈ intH P (−∞, δ) = P (∞, δ) =∞ for all δ. Hence, there exists
Pmin(δ) = infq P (q, a, δ). In the case when f is Hölder continuous these
pressure functions will be analytic. Moreover in the uniformly hyper-
bolic situation as φ is bounded away from zero, so is ∂P (q, a, δ)/∂δ.
Hence, one can find δ0 = δ0(a) for which Pmin(δ0) = P (q0, a, δ0) = 0.
The main result of [BS] and [FLW] is the following

Proposition 3.1. For a ∈ H

(3.1) dimH La = max

{
h(µ)

λ(µ)
:

∫
fdµ = a and µ T -invariant

}
.

If additionally f is Hölder continuous and a ∈ int(H) then

(3.2) max

{
h(µ)

λ(µ)
:

∫
fdµ = a and µ T -invariant

}
= δ0(a)

Proof. We will outline the details of the proof. To show (3.1) ,as done
in [FLW] , the idea is to adapt the ideas of the proof the classical
variational principle.

Note first that at q0 the function P (·, a, δ0) has a minimum, hence
∂P (q0, a, δ0)/∂q0 = 0. At the same time,

∂P (q0, a, δ0)

∂q0
=

∫
(f − a)dµq0,δ0 ,

where µq0,δ0 is the unique ergodic equilibrium state for the potential
ψ = q0(f − a)− δφ. Thus

∫
fdµq0,δ0 = a and

h(µq0,δ0) +

∫
(f − a)dµq0,δ0 − δ

∫
φdµq0,δ0 = 0.
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Rearranging this gives that

h(µq0,δ0)∫
φdµq0,δ0

= δ0.

On the other hand for an arbitrary T -invariant probability measure µ
with

∫
fdµ = a it follows by the variational principle that

h(µq0,δ0) +

∫
(f − a)dµq0,δ0 − δ

∫
φdµq0,δ0 ≤ 0.

and so h(µ)∫
φdµq
≤ δ0. Thus

max

{
h(µ)

λ(µ)
:

∫
fdµ = a and µ T -invariant

}
= δ0(a).

�

In the case where f is continuous but not Hölder continuous, the
pressure is not always differentiable so the definition of δ0(a) given
above may not work. However if instead we define

(3.3) δ0(a) = sup{δ : inf{P (q(f − a)− δφ) : q ∈ R} > 0}

then it is possible to show that for a ∈ H,

δ0(a) = max

{
h(µ)

λ(µ)
:

∫
fdµ = a and µ T -invariant

}
.

As we will be working in the case where we certainly cannot assume
the pressure is differentiable this is the definition we will use.

In the nonuniformly hyperbolic situation the picture is more compli-
cated. Let now T be C1+β expansive Markov map, but we allow the
existence of parabolic fixed points p1, . . . , p`). We take a continuous
function f : [0, 1] → [0, 1] as before and let Hp be the convex hull of
{f(p1), . . . , f(p`)}. In this case it is shown in [JJOP] that if a ∈ Hp

then dimH La = 1 and if a ∈ (H\Hp) then as before

dimH La = max

{
h(µ)

λ(µ)
:

∫
fdµ = a and µ T -invariant

}
= δ0(a)

where δ0(a) is defined as in (3.3). However in Hp it will not always be
the case that δ0(a) = 1. We will show that δ0(a) is lower-semi contin-
uous where as in [IJ2] an example is given where a → dimH La is not
lower-semi continuous. It turns out that δ0(a) will give the hyperbolic
dimension of La (points with positive local Lyapunov exponent) but
not always the full Hausdorff dimension.
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3.1. The main result. We now turn back to our more general setting.
Denote by H the set of all a ∈ R for which there exists a sequence of
non-atomic ergodic measures µn, each supported on a Markov subset
of A, such that

∫
fdµn → a. This is equivalent to the definition of H

given in [H2]. By Proposition 2.1, H is a closed interval. While it is
not known whether A(x, f) ∈ H for all x ∈ A, Hofbauer proves in [H2]
that for all a /∈ H htopLa = 0, and hence dimH La ∩D0 = 0. In what
follows we will restrict our attention to a ∈ H.

The set H can be divided into two subsets. Let Hp be the set of
all a ∈ H such that we can not only choose a sequence µn as in the
definition of H, but in addition the measures µn can be chosen as to
satisfy

∫
φdµn → 0. Then Hh = H \Hp. The sets Hp and Hh will be

called parabolic and hyperbolic.
By Lemma 4.3, which will be proved in the next section, for a ∈

int(H) it makes sense to define

δ0(a) = sup{δ : inf{P (q(f − a)− δφ) : q ∈ R} > 0}.
We will also define

dimhyp = sup{dimM : M is Markov and M ⊆ A}.
It can be also shown that this is both the supremum of dimensions of
hyperbolic ergodic measures supported on Markov subsets of A and
the supremum of δ0(a) where a ∈ H.

Theorem 3.2. (1) If a ∈ H then dimH(La ∩D0) = δ0(a).
(2) For all a ∈ int(H)

δ0(a) = sup

{
h(µ)

λ(µ)
: µ T -ergodic and

∫
fdµ = a

}
(3) If a ∈ Hp then dimH(La) ≥ dimhyp(A). Moreover if a ∈ int(Hp)

then dimH(La ∩D0) = dimhyp(A).
(4) The function a→ dimH La∩D0 is continuous on Hh and lower

semi-continuous on H.

Note that we are using the convention that dimH ∅ = −∞ and that
if an endpoint a of H is also in Hp then it is possible that δ0(a) = −∞
(in this case La will be non-empty and have dimension at least the
hyperbolic dimension but La ∩D0 = ∅).

The rest of the paper will be structured as follows. In section 4 we
will proof the result on the dimension of La ∩D0, in section 5 we will
prove the results for end points and for Hp and in section 6 we will
proof the continuity properties of the spectrum. Finally in section 7
we will discuss some examples.

4. Dimension of La ∩D0

4.1. Preparation – exceptional sets. We would like to work with
symbolic dynamics and then apply the results to the geometry of some
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invariant sets. The symbolic dynamics is not that complicated, we are
working with closed invariant positive entropy subsets of a full shift.
But the interplay between dynamics and geometry is rather involved.

We will work with more general partitions than the original partition
(Ci), assuming however that T is piecewise monotone for them (hence,
all the results of Section 2 hold for them), for example every subparti-
tion of (Ci) has this property. Let Z be such a partition. Denote by
Z0 the partition points of Z and let Zk = T−1(Zk−1). The elements of
partition Zk generated by points Z0 ∪ . . . ∪ Zk−1 will be called k-level
cylinders.

If both endpoints of a k level cylinder I belong to Z1∪ . . .∪Zk−1 then
T (I) is a k− 1 level cylinder. However, if one or both of the endpoints
of I belongs to Z0 then T (I) is in general only a subset of some k − 1
level cylinder. We would like to get some bounds on how small can
|T k(I)| be.

For the upper bound we will work with full system (A, T ) using part
of the statement of [H2, Lemma 14, 15]. Given x ∈ [0, 1], let Zk(x) be
the k level cylinder containing x. Let µ be any probabilistic measure
on [0, 1], positive on all cylinders (of any level) intersecting A. Given
d > 0 let

Nd =
∞⋃
k=0

Zk ∪ {x ∈ A; lim sup
k→∞

µ(T k(Zk(x))) < d}.

Denote also

varZ f = sup
Z∈Z

sup
x1,x2∈Z

|f(x1)− f(x2)|.

We have

Lemma 4.1. For every α > varZ φ we have

lim
d→0

dimH(Nd ∩Dα) = 0

For the lower bound we need to work with Markov subsets. Symbol-
ically they are just subshifts of finite type. We will need the following
lemma.

Lemma 4.2. Let (B,Z) be a Markov set. Then there exists K > 0
such that for every k for every kth level cylinder I with nonempty
intersection with B we have

|T kI| > K.

Assume in addition that T |B is topologically transitive. Then for every
x ∈ B there exist r > 0 and l > 0 such that for every k for every kth
level cylinder I there exists interval J ⊂ T k(I) and an integer j ≤ l
such that T j(J) = B(x, r) and T j is continuous and monotone on J .
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Proof. Consider any kth level cylinder I contained in a first level cylin-
der J0 and intersecting B. We have T (I) ⊂ I ′ ⊂ J1, where I ′ is a
k − 1 level cylinder and J1 is a first level cylinder. We have I1 ∩ B ⊃
T (I)∩B 6= ∅, hence J1∩B = T (J0∩B) by the definition of Markov set.
Hence, the set I ′∩B = B ∩T (I). Following the same reasoning, T k(I)
is contained in some first level cylinder J2 and J2 ∩ B = B ∩ T k(I).
Then we can set K as the minimum (over all first level cylinders J) of
|span(J ∩B)| and the first part of the assertion is proved.

The second part follows easily because every open interval of a given
size centred at a point in A contains a (symbolic) cylinder of a bounded
level. �

4.2. Upper bound. For convenience from now on we will denote

P (a, q, δ) = P (q(f − a)− δφ)

We will obtain the upper bound in the dimension formula with the use
of conformal measures. Let a and δ be such that infq P (a, q, δ) ≤ 0. Fix
α > 0 and ε > 0. Consider Y , a subdivision of Z such that varY φ < α.
As for arbitrarily small α we can always find such Y , we need only to
prove that

dimH((La \Nd(µ,Y)) ∩Dα) ≤ δ0 + γ

for arbitrarily small γ. Indeed, as the Hausdorff dimension of Nd ∩
Dα will go to 0 together with d, we will get an upper bound for the
Hausdorff dimension of La∩Dα, we will then pass with α to 0 to obtain
the assertion.

Consider q0 such that P (a, q0, δ0) = p ∈ [0, ε). Let µ be the q0(f −
a) − δ0φ − p-conformal measure. Choose d > 0. Denote by Gd(n) the
set of cylinders I ∈ Yn for which µ(T n(I)) > d. Choose a small ε and
denote

Xa,n,ε = {I ∈ Gd(n); a−ε < AN(x, f) < a+ε, An(x, φ) > α−ε ∀x ∈ I}.

Note that we have

|I| ≤ en(α−ε−varY φ)

for all I ∈ Xa,n,ε. Fixing n ∈ N , we have

1 =
∑
I∈Yn

µ(I) ≥
∑

I∈Gd(n)

µ(I) ≥
∑

I∈Xa,n,ε

µ(I).

Substituting the definition of µ, we get

µ(I) ≥ inf
x∈I

exp(−q0Sn(f−a)+np)|(T n)′|δ0(x)·µ(T n(I)) ≥ e−nε|q0|+npe−nδ0 varY |I|δ0d.

Hence, for any γ such that
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γ >
ε(|q0|+ 1) + δ0 varY φ

α− ε− varY φ

we have ∑
n

∑
I∈Xa,n,ε

|I|δ0+γ ≤ d−1
∑
n

e−n(ε−p) <∞,

which implies that

dimH((La \Nd(µ,Y)) ∩Dα) ≤ δ0 + γ.

As ε and varY can be chosen arbitrarily small, γ also can be arbitrarily
small. We are done.

4.3. Lower bound. We start with the following lemma

Lemma 4.3. For all δ ∈ R and a ∈ int(H),

lim
q→−∞

P (q(f − a)− δφ) = lim
q→∞

P (q(f − a)− δφ) =∞.

Proof. Since a ∈ intH there exist a1 < a < a2 such that a1, a2 ∈
H. Thus there exist non-atomic hyperbolic measures µ1, µ2 such that∫
fdµ1 = a1 and

∫
fdµ2 = a2. Thus

P (q(f − a)− δφ) ≥ q(a1 − a) + h(µ)− δ
∫
φdµ

and since φ is bounded we have that lim−q→∞ P (q(f − a)− δφ) =∞.
We also have that

P (q(f − a)− δφ) ≥ q(a2 − a) + h(µ)− δ
∫
φdµ

and so limq→∞ P (q(f − a)− δφ) =∞. �

We can now proceed with the lower bound for Theorem 3.2, starting
from the interior of the spectrum. We will fix a in the interior of H
and we will choose δ such that

γ := inf
q∈R
{P (q(f − a)− δφ)} > 0.

We show that

dimH La ∩D0 ≥ δ

via the following key lemma.

Lemma 4.4. If a ∈ int(H) and δ > 0 is such that

γ := inf
q∈R
{P (q(f − a)− δφ)} > 0

then there exists an ergodic measure µ such that
∫
fdµ = a, λ(µ) >

γ/2, and h(µ)
λ(µ)
≥ δ.
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Proof. We start by finding c and an interval I = [x0, x1] which contains
c such that P (c(f − a)− δφ) = γ, where P (x0(f − a)− δφ) > 2γ and
P (x1(f − a) − δφ) > 2γ. We can do this by Lemma 4.3. Since f and

φ are regular we can find step functions f̃ and φ̃ such that

(1) |f − f̃ | < γ
2(x1−x0) ,

(2) For all q ∈ I,

|q(f − a)− δφ− (q(f̃ − a)− δφ̃)| ≤ γ

4
.

Thus we will have that by Lemma 6 of [H2]

P (c(f̃ − a)− δφ̃) < 5γ/4)

P (x0(f̃ − a)− δφ̃) > 7γ/4

P (x1(f̃ − a)− δφ̃) > 7γ/4

∀q ∈ I, P (q(f̃ − a)− δφ̃) > 3γ/4).

Thus we can find a Markov set B on which T is topologically transitive
such that f̃ and φ̃ are constant on all elements of the partition for B
and where

PB(c(f̃ − a)− δφ̃) < 5γ/4)

PB(x0(f̃ − a)− δφ̃) > 7γ/4

PB(x1(f̃ − a)− δφ̃) > 7γ/4

∀q ∈ I, PB(q(f̃ − a)− δφ̃) > 3γ/4).

We have that the function q(f̃−a)−δφ̃) when restricted to B will have
unique ergodic, non-atomic equilibrium states for all q ∈ R. Moreover
q → PB(q(f̃ − a)− δφ̃) is analytic and the derivative with at the point

q will be given by
∫
f̃dµq− a. We also know that the measures µq will

vary weak-*-continuously with q. By the mean value theorem we can
see that

{
∫
f̃dµq : q ∈ I} ⊇

[
a− γ

2(x1 − x0)
, a +

γ

2(x1 − x0)

]
.

Thus we know that there exist q0, q1 ∈ I such that
∫
fdµq0 < a and∫

fdµq1 > a. Since f is discontinuous at most countably many points
by weak-*-continuity the function q →

∫
fdµq will vary continuously.

Thus there exists q2 ∈ I such that
∫
fdµq2 = a.

We have, since µq2 is an equilibrium state,

h(µq2) +

∫
(q2(f̃ − a)− δφ̃)dµq2 = PB(q2(̃f − a)− δφ̃) > 3γ/4

Thus since

|q2(f − a)− δφ− (q2(f̃ − a)− δφ̃)| < γ

4
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we know that

h(µq2) +

∫
(q2(f − a)− δφ)dµq2 > γ/2.

Since
∫
fdµq2 = a we can conclude that h(µq2) − δ

∫
φdµ2 > 0 and

since 0 < h(µq2) ≤ λ(µq2) we have that λ(µq2) > γ/2. Hence,

h(µq2)

λ(µq2)
≥ δ.

�

By combining the Birkhoff ergodic theorem and the fact proved in
[HR] that in this setting the dimension of an ergodic measure with
positive entropy is given by the entropy divided by the Lyapunov ex-
ponent we can conclude that dimH La∩D0 ≥ δ0(a) for any a ∈ int(H).
Combining this with our upper bound shows that for a ∈ int(H),
dimH La ∩ D0 = δ0(a). So for part one of Theorem 3.2 the remain-
ing is the lower bound for the endpoints which is done in the next
section. Part 2 of the Theorem is an immediate corollary of what we
have just done

Corollary 4.5. For a ∈ int(H) we have that

δ0(a) = sup

{
h(µ)

λ(µ)
: µ T ergodic and

∫
fdµ = a

}
.

Proof. This is proved by combining Lemma 4.4 and the fact that the
dimension of any ergodic measure with positive entropy which has in-
tegral a will give a lower bound for dimH La ∩D0. �

5. The lower bounds for the parabolic part and the end
points

Limiting measures. The lower bound at the endpoints of the spec-
trum will be obtained with the use of the following theorem which will
also be used for our lower bound for the dimension of La when a ∈ Hp

Theorem 5.1. Let {(Bi,Yi)} be a sequence of Markov sets contained
in the topologically transitive completely invariant set A ⊂ [0, 1]. For
each i let µi be a non-atomic ergodic measure supported on Bi with
Hausdorff dimension di, Lyapunov exponent λi > 0, entropy hi, and
let ai =

∫
fdµi. Assume that ai → a. Then there exists a measure µ

supported on A such that

dimH µ ≥ lim sup di

and for a µ-typical point x we have A(x, f) = a and χ(x) = lim inf λi.
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Proof. The proof will use the w-measures technique and will be a
slightly modified version of [GR, Proposition 9].

By passing to a subsequence we might assume that the sequence {di}
converges to a limit, let us denote it by d. By Proposition 2.1 we can
freely assume that T |Bi is topologically transitive and Bi ∩ Bi+1 6= ∅
for all i. We choose a fast decreasing sequence εi ↘ 0 such that εi is
sufficiently small compared with λi and hi.

Our first step is preparation of our Markov sets. The dynamics T |Bi

is a subshift of finite type, we can choose a subpartition Zi such that
T |Bi

is a subshift of finite type in the new partition as well and that
varZi

f, varZi
φ < εi. Let xi ∈ Bi ∩ Bi+1 and let Ki, ri, li be as given

by Lemma 4.2 as applied to (Bi,Zi, xi). We assume that the partition
Zi+1 is so detailed with respect to Zi that the ball B(xi, ri) contains a
first level cylinder Ji+1 ∈ Zi+1. Denote L = sup |T ′|.

We will construct inductively a fast increasing sequence {mi} and
will, also inductively, construct µ. Let us begin the induction by con-
sidering the cylinders of level m1 + 1 for (T,B1,Z1). Denote by I1 the
family of those cylinders I ∈ Zm1+1

1 for which for all x ∈ I ∩ B1 we
have

(5.1) |
m1−1∑
k=0

f ◦ T k(x)−m1a1| < 2m1ε1,

(5.2) |
m1−1∑
k=0

φ ◦ T k(x)−m1λ1| < 2m1ε1,

and

| log µ1(I) +m1h1| < 2m1ε1.

By the Birkhoff Theorem and Shannon-McMillan-Breiman Theorem,
for m1 big enough we have∑

I∈C1

µ1(I) > 1− ε1.

By our assumption about varZ1 f, varZ1 φ, (5.1) and (5.2) imply

|
m1−1∑
k=0

f ◦ T k(x)−m1a1| < 3m1ε1,

and

|
m1−1∑
k=0

φ ◦ T k(x)−m1λ1| < 3m1ε1,
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for all x ∈ I. For each of those intervals Lemma 4.2 gives us
some j which can take only l1 different values. We have thus for
some j1 ≤ l1 at least 1

l1
exp(m1(h1 − 3ε1)) intervals I of length at

least L−l1 exp(m1(−λ1 − 3ε1))|J2| > exp(m1(−λ1 − 4ε1)) such that
Tm1+j1(I) = J2 and that for all x ∈ I

|
m1+j1−1∑
k=0

f ◦ T k(x)−m1a1| < 3m1ε1 + j1 sup |f | < 4(m1 + j1)ε1,

and

|
m1+j1−1∑
k=0

φ ◦ T k(x)−m1λ1| < 3m1ε1 + j1 sup |φ| < 4(m1 + j1)ε1.

We equidistribute the measure µ over all I ∈ C1.
Now we are ready for the inductive step. For mi we have at least

exp(mi(hi − 4εi)) intervals I with following properties:

exp(mi(−λi − 4εi)) ≤ diam I,

mi(ai − 4εi) ≤ miAmi+ji(x, f) ≤ mi(ai + 4εi),

exp(mi(−hi − 3εi)) ≤ µ(I) ≤ exp(mi(−hi + 3εi)),

Tmi+ji(I) = Ji+1.

Applying Birkhoff ergodic theorem, Shannon-McMillan-Breiman the-
orem and Egorov’s theorem we can find in Ji+1 a family Di+1 of (mi+1−
mi − ji + 1) level cylinders for (T,Bi+1,Zi+1) for which the following
are true:

i) For any k = 1, . . . ,mi+1−mi− ji for any x ∈ I ∩Bi+1, I ∈ Di+1

|Ak(x, f)− kai+1| ≤ miεi + 2kεi+1,

ii) For any k = 1, . . . ,mi+1−mi− ji for any x ∈ I ∩Bi+1, I ∈ Di+1

|Ak(x, φ)− kλi+1| ≤ miεi + 2kεi+1,

iii) For any k = 1, . . . ,mi+1−mi−ji for any x ∈ I∩Bi+1, I ∈ Di+1,
the k level cylinder J of (T,Bi+1,Zi+1) containing x satisfies

| log µi+1(J) + khi+1| ≤ miεi + 2kεi+1.

If mi+1 is sufficiently big (depending on mi, εi, εi+1) then

µi+1

⋃
I∈Di+1

I ≥ (1− εi+1)µi+1(Ji+1).
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By our assumption about varZ1 f, varZ1 φ, points i) and ii) imply that
for all x ∈ I, I ∈ Di+1, k = 1, . . . ,mi+1 −mi − ji

(5.3) |Ak(x, f)− kai+1| ≤ miεi + 3kεi+1,

and

(5.4) |Ak(x, φ)− kλi+1| ≤ miεi + 3kεi+1,

Like in the first step, we then find for each of those cylinders the
time ji+1 given by Lemma 4.2 and we choose some of them with the
same ji+1, at least 1/li+1 of the total number. In the chosen cylinders
we find subintervals which are moved by Tmi+1−mi−ji+ji+1 onto Ji+2.

We denote by Ei+1 the set of those chosen subintervals J and let

Ci+1 = {T−mi−ji
I (J); J ∈ Ei+1, I ∈ Ci}.

We equidistribute µ on Ci+1.
Note that, provided mi+1 is sufficiently big,

mi+1εi+1 > 4miεi + ji+1 sup(|f |+ |φ|)
and hence (5.3), (5.4) and iii) give us back the inductive assumption
for the step i+ 1.

This way, we have constructed a measure µ with following properties:

a) For any l = mi + k < mi+1 for µ-almost every x we have

|l · Al(x, f)−miai − kai+1| ≤ 4miεi + 4kεi+1,

b) For any l = mi + k < mi+1 for µ-almost every x we have

|l · Al(x, φ)−miλi − kλi+1| ≤ 4miεi + 4kεi+1,

c) For any l = mi + k < mi+1, for any interval I of length
exp(mi(−λi − 4εi) + k(−λi+1 − 4εi+1)) we have

µ(I) ≤ 2(1− εi+1)
−2 exp(mi(−hi + 4εi) + k(−hi+1 + 4εi+1)).

The points a), b) follow from (5.3), (5.4). The point c) follows from
iii) because, by (5.4), the interval of this length can intersect at most
two of the sets T−mi

C (G) of positive measure µ, whereG is a k level cylin-
der of (T,Bi+1,Zi+1). Point a) implies a µ-typical point has Birkhoff
average of f equal to a. Point b) implies, by Frostman’s lemma, that
the Hausdorff dimension of µ is at least d. �

5.1. Endpoints of H. Let us now take a = maxH (the case a =
minH is analogous), assume that δ0(a) 6= −∞ and thus we can assume
that P (a, q, δ) ≥ γ > 0 for some δ and all q ∈ R. As a = maxH,
P (a, q, δ) is nonincreasing and

lim
q→∞

d

dq
P (a, q, δ) = 0.
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Moreover, as limq→∞ P (a, q, δ) > −∞, we have

lim sup
q→∞

q
d

dq
P (a, q, δ) = 0.

Let us choose some sequence qi →∞ with qi
d
dq
P (a, q, δ)|q=qi > −γ/2.

Let

ai = a+
d

dq
P (a, q, δ)|q=qi ,

assume that ai ∈ H. Then, as P (a′, q, δ) = q(a′ − a) + P (a, q, δ), we
have

P (ai, qi, δ) >
1

2
γ,

d

dq
P (ai, q, δ)|q=qi = 0.

By convexity of P , qi is the minimum point of P (ai, ·, δ). We can
thus apply Lemma 4.4 to construct an ergodic measure µi such that

λ(µi) > γ2,∫
fdµi = ai,

h(µi)

λ(µi)
≥ δ.

Applying Theorem 5.1 we can construct a set of points with Birkhoff
average a and this set has Hausdorff dimension δ. Moreover, as all the
measures µi have Lyapunov exponents uniformly bounded away from
zero, all those points are in Dγ/2. Hence,

dimH La ∩D0 ≥ δ.

5.2. The full spectrum in Hp. We use the following preliminary
result

Lemma 5.2. Let µ be a T -invariant prob measure with support con-
tained on a Markov set M . We can find a sequence of measures µn
each supported on M such that each µn is ergodic and non-atomic, µ
is a weak* limit of {µn} and limn→∞ h(µn) = h(µ).

Proof. Let η be the measure of maximal entropy (Parry measure for
M). We let νn = (1 − n−1)µn + n−1η. Note that νn is T -inv and fully
supported on M . Thus we can apply Lemma 4.2 from [O] to find a
sequence of Gibbs measures (so non-atomic and ergodic) converging to
νn weak* and in terms of entropy. The result now easily follows. �
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We can now deduce that Hp is an interval

Lemma 5.3. Hp is a (possibly empty or trivial) closed interval.

Proof. The fact that Hp is a closed set is immediate from the definition.
To see it is an interval we will show that if a1, a2 ∈ Hp and p ∈ (0, 1)
then pa1 + (1− p)a2 ∈ Hp.

To see this note that if µ and ν are both supported on subsets of
Markov sets then we can find a Markov set M such that pµ+ (1− p)ν
support is contained on M . We can then apply Lemma to approximate
the measure weak* and in terms of entropy. From this it easily follows
that if a1, a2 ∈ Hp and p ∈ (0, 1) then pa1 + (1− p)a2 ∈ Hp. �

Our lower bound for the dimension of La when a ∈ Hp can be de-
duced from the following lemma which allows us to make use of the
w-measure approach from the first part of the section.

Lemma 5.4. For a ∈ Hp there exist {ai} ∈ H, ai → a and ergodic
measures {νi} such that

∫
fdµi = ai, λ(νi)→ 0 , λ(νi) > 0, supp(νi) ⊂

Mi where Mi is Markov and dimH νi → dimhyp(A).

Proof. We will let s = dimhyp(A). Let ε > 0 and let ν be a ergodic
measure with Markov support such that h(ν)/λ(ν) > s−ε and

∫
fdν =

b for some b ∈ H . We can find µ an ergodic measure with support
contained in a Markov set such that∣∣∣∣∫ fdµ− a

∣∣∣∣ ≤ ε

and
λ(µ) ≤ s−1ε2λ(µ).

Thus by Proposition 2.1 (1−ε)µ+εν will be an invariant measure with
support contained in a Markov set and with no atomic part. Moreover

h((1− ε)µ+ εν) ≥ εh(ν) ≥ (s− 2ε)ελ(ν) + s(1− ε)λ(µ)

Thus if we let η = (1 − ε)µ + εν we have an invariant measure with
support contained in a Markov set with∣∣∣∣∫ fdη − a

∣∣∣∣ ≤ ε|b− a|

and
h(η)/λ(η) > s− 2ε.

We can now apply Lemma 5.2 to find a non-atomic ergodic measure ν̃
with ∣∣∣∣∫ fdν̃ − a

∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2ε|b− a|

and
h(ν̃)/λ(ν̃) > s− 4ε.

The result follows by letting ε→ 0. �
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We can now obtain the lower bound in Hp: applying Theorem 5.1 to
the sequence of measures {νi} given by Lemma 5.4 we get dimH La ≥
dimhypA. We finish the section by dealing with the case dimH La ∩D0

when a ∈ int(H).

Corollary 5.5. If a ∈ int(H) then δ0(a) = dimhyp(A) and thus dimH La∩
D0 = dimhyp(A).

Proof. Let δ = dimhyp(A) − ε for some ε > 0. By Lemma 5.4 and
Proposition 2.1 we can find non-atomic ergodic measures µ and ν sup-
ported on the same Markov set such that

∫
fdµ > a,

∫
fdν < a and

min{h(µ)
λ(µ)

, h(ν)
λ(ν)
} > δ. Thus for q ≥ 0 we have that∫

q(f − a) + δφdµ > 0

and for q < 0 we have that∫
q(f − a) + δφdν > 0.

Thus by the variational principle (Lemma 8 [H2]) P (q(f −a)−δφ) > 0
for all q ∈ R. Since a ∈ int(H) we also know that limq→±∞ P (q(f −
a)− δφ) =∞ and so δ0(a) > δ. The result now follows. �

6. Further properties of the Birkhoff spectrum

The final step of the proof of Theorem 3.2 to prove part 4 of the
statement, that is the results on the continuity properties of the spec-
trum.

Proposition 6.1. The function a → dimH La ∩D0 is lower semicon-
tinuous in Hp and continuous in Hh.

Proof. To prove the lower semicontinuity at a it is enough to prove that
if ai → a, δi → δ, and infq P (ai, q, δi) ≤ 0 then infq P (a, q, δ + ε) ≤ 0
for all ε > 0.

Assume for simplicity that ai ↗ a (the case ai ↘ a is done anal-
ogously, and by choosing a subsequence we can always make one of
those cases to happen). We can also freely assume that ai are in
the interior of H. Fix some ε > 0, then δ + ε > δi, and hence also
infq P (ai, q, δ + ε) ≤ 0, for sufficiently large i.

Consider the set

∆i = {q;P (ai, q, δ + ε) ≤ 0}
and divide it into two subsets ∆+

i = ∆ ∩ (0,∞) and ∆−i = ∆ ∩
(−∞, 0]. As P (a′, q, δ) = P (a, q, δ) + q · (a− a′), the sequence {∆+

i } is
decreasing and the sequence {∆−i } is increasing. Moreover, as ai is in
the interior of H, ∆i is always a compact set. Thus, ∆−i is compact as
well.
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Our assumption is that all the sets ∆i are nonempty. If ∆+
` is

nonempty for some `, we can take some q ∈ ∆−` and this q will also
belong to all ∆−i for i > `. Hence,

(6.1) P (a, q, δ + ε) = limP (ai, q, δ + ε) ≤ 0.

On the other hand, if ∆+
i is nonempty for all i then ∆−i must be

nonempty, also for all i. Thus, {∆−i } forms a decreasing family of
nonempty compact sets, hence it has nonempty intersection, and for
any q ∈

⋂
∆−i inequality (6.1) holds as well.

Consider now a ∈ H \Hp. To prove upper semicontinuity at a it is
enough to prove that if ai → a, δi → δ, and infq P (ai, q, δi) > 0 then
infq P (a, q, δ − ε) > 0 for all ε > 0.

As a /∈ Hp, there exists ε′ > 0 such that for every measure µ
satisfying

∫
fdµ ∈ (a − ε′, a + ε′) we have λ(µ) > ε′. Naturally,

ai ∈ (a− ε′, a+ ε′) and δi > δ − ε/2 for i large enough.
By Lemma 4.4, for all those i we can find an ergodic measure µi with∫
fdµi = ai and h(µi)/λ(µi) ≥ δi. Moreover, by the above, λ(µi) > ε′.

Thus, for every q ∈ R we have

P (ai, q, δ−ε) ≥ h(µi)+

∫
q(f−ai)dµi−(δ−ε)λ(µi) =

(
h(µi)

λ(µi)
− δ + ε

)
λ(µi) ≥

1

2
εε′.

Thus,

P (a, q, δ − ε) = lim
i
P (ai, q, δ − ε) ≥

1

2
εε′.

�

We know that in general a→ dimH La ∩D0 will not be concave but
we can present a result which shows that a→ dimH La∩D0 is piecewise
monotone with at most two pieces.

Proposition 6.2. For any a1 < a2 < a3,

dimH La2 ∩D0 ≥ min(dimH La1 ∩D0, dimH La3 ∩D0)

Proof. Fix δ < min(dimH La1 ∩ D0, dimH La3 ∩ D0). We have for any
q ∈ R, P (a1, q, δ) > 0 and P (a3, q, δ) > 0. Moreover

P (a2, q, δ) = P (a3, q, δ) + q(a2 − a3) = P (a1, q, δ) + q(a2 − a1)

and since a2 − a3 and a2 − a1 have opposing signs it follows that
P (a2, q, δ) > 0. Thus dimH La2 > δ and the proof follows.

�
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7. Examples

One example where the Birkhoff spectra has already been studied but
gives a nice illustration of the hyperbolic spectra is the Manneville-
Pomeau map. Let 0 < γ < 1 and T : [0, 1] → [0, 1] be defined by
T (x) = x+ x1+γ mod 1 if x ∈ [0, 1) and T (1) = 1. In this case we can
take A = [0, 1] and for f : [0, 1]→ R we have that Hp = {f(0)}.

In this setting H = [amin, amax] where

amin = min

{∫
fdµ : µ T− inv

}
and

amax = max

{∫
fdµ : µ T− inv

}
.

We also have Hp = {f(0)}. In [JJOP] it is shown that a → dimH La
is continuous on [amin, f(0)) and [f(0), amax]. In Theorem 6.3 in [IJ2]
it is shown it is possible to have a discontinuity at f(0) where the
dimension jumps up (so the spectrum is upper-semi continuous but
not lower semi-continuous). Our results show that in this discontinuous
case if we instead consider the hyperbolic spectrum a→ dimH Xa∩D0

then the spectrum is lower semi continuous and so dimH Lf(0) ∩D0 =
lim infa→f(0) dimH La < lim supa→f(0) dimH La = 1. (Note that it can
be the case when f(0) = amin that La ∩D0 = ∅.

Another example where our results can be applied is the map T :
[0, 1] → [0, 1] given by T (x) = x + γx1+ε mod 1 where γ > 1 and
ε ∈ (0, 1). These maps are conjugate to β-expansions but have simi-
lar parabolic behaviour to the Manneville-Pomeau maps. Their ther-
modynamic properties (in particular uniqueness of certain equilibrium
states) are studied in [CT]. Our results can be applied to these maps
and again Hp = {f(0)} and the hyperbolic dimension is 1. This
means we can fully compute the spectrum both a → dimH La and
a→ dimH La ∩D0.
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